18th June 2021

Dear Parents/Carers,

Burst Bubbles!
We were disappointed last weekend to have to close 2 of our class bubbles due to a
positive case, but I am proud of the way our staff quickly switched to remote learning
to support the continuation of the children’s learning and I am proud of the way that
parents have supported the children in getting on with this learning and submitting
work in such high quantities-great job! One parent actually commented about how
much she had learnt about seahorses and how they actually feed between 30 and 50
times a day - every day is a school day!

Y6 Leavers Production
Year 6 are at the moment in the middle of preparing for their end of year leavers
production and we will be filming this so that you can still enjoy it even though we
cannot yet invite you into school. We will be sending out a link similar to how we did
the Christmas productions.

Sports Day
Whilst we are going to be doing sports day this year in school, we will unfortunately
not be able to ask parents to join us due to the current restrictions on gatherings.
Sports days are an important part of the school calendar and as such we wanted to
ensure that they took place albeit that we can’t have a crowd to cheer them on! Watch
out on social media and Seesaw for some reports and pictures when your children
take part.

Face masks
I know that we are all at the end of our patience with the Covid restrictions, but could
I respectfully request that we continue to wear face masks when we are on site and
on the pavement when dropping off and picking up. We are not out of the woods yet
as regards Covid and in fact the numbers of cases in Wakefield are actually rising
again. I appreciate we are all fed up with this but we need to continue to do our little
bit in order to hopefully get free of these restrictions altogether.

Finally, I hope that you all have a lovely weekend and that we can celebrate another
England win tonight - especially as it’s against the auld enemy!
Yours sincerely,

Miss JK Tomlinson
Executive Principal

